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Abstract 
We have recently introduced a neural network mobile robot controller (NETMORC). The controller 
is based on earlier neural network models of biological sensory-motor control. We have shown that 
NETMORC is able to guide a differential drive mobile robot to an arbitrary stationary or moving 
target while compensating for noise and other forms of disturbance, such as wheel slippage or 
changes in the robot's plant. Furthermore, NETMORC is able to adapt in response to long-term 
changes in the robot's plant, such as a change in the radius of the wheels. In this article we 
first review the NETMORC architecture, and then we prove that NETMORC is asymptotically 
stable. After presenting a series of simulations results showing robustness to disturbances, we 
compare NETMORC performance on a trajectory-following task with the performance of an 
alternative controller. Finally, we describe preliminary results on the hardware implementation 
of NETMORC with the mobile robot ROBUTER. 
1 Introduction 
The control of mobile robots has recently been the subject of intense research. A variety of 
approaches from engineering and artificial intelligence have been used to study various aspects of 
robot control and navigation [1, 2,3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Many of these efforts are aimed at the development 
of simple intelligent especially when the robot is operating in an unknown environment. 
The relative success of classical control theory has made it possible for many of these researchers 
to ignore the details of low-level control, while focusing on higher-level tasks. In addition, a 
significant amount of research is first developed through computer simulations in which the 
robot or the environment are extremely simple. The process of actually implementing a model 
in hardware has been found quite painful by those who have tried (see, e.g., [6]). The difficulty 
with real hardware implementations is usually due to two primary factors: (1) real environments 
are unpredictable, and a lot of work has to go into making them more predictable; (2) the low-
level hardware is subject to frequent malfunction, including both noise (e.g., sensor noise), and 
actual failure or malfunction of hardware modules and components. These observations lead 
to the natural conclusion that further research is needed in the area of robots that can handle 
nonstationary or unstructured environments, and in the area of fault-tolerant hardware. 
In recent years, the problems just outlined have lead to an increased interest in the application 
of neural networks to control (e.g., [9, 10, 11, 12]). Neural networks have been employed for several 
types of control, including for example simple supervised control [13, 14, 15], system identification 
[16, 12], and inverse system identification [17, 18, 19]. In the realm of robot control, several authors 
have utilized standard error-correcting neural networks such as backpropagation and LMS to train 
robots to reach targets or follow prescribed trajectories [10, 20, 21, 7, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. Neural 
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networks are appealing to many researchers because their parallel distributed nature tends to 
make them highly redundant and thus fault tolerant. 
Many of the neural network applications mentioned above are based on nonlinear multilayer 
perceptrons trained with the backpropagation algorithm, or other algorithms in which the network 
is trained by being repeatedly presented with inputs and desired outputs, until the network learns 
an internal model of the environment to which it has been exposed. One problem with this class 
of networks is that the learning is generally limited to an initial phase, and does not continue 
throughout the operational life of the robot. Bence the "programmer" must train the network 
with input-output pairs that are representative of the inputs and outputs that the network is likely 
to encounter during performance. This requirement makes it difficult to utilize such networks in 
highly unstructured or nonstationary environments. 
Our experience with industrial applications of control algorithms has led us to investigate the 
use of unsupervised networks that are able to learn continuously, while adapting to unexpected 
changes in the environment. Zalama et al. [27] have recently introduced a neural network mo-
bile robot controller (NETMORC), developed for the control of a differential drive robot. TI1e 
NETMORC architecture, which is based on neural network models for biological sensory-motor 
control [28, 29, 30], can be viewed as a model for reactive low-level control in an unstructured 
environment. NETMORC takes as input the distance and angle to a desired target (such as may 
be available from visual, ultrasonic, or other types of sensor), and generates as output a pair of de-
sired angular velocities. The NETMORC architecture has no knowledge of the robot's kinematics. 
During an initial training phase, NETMORC generates a series of random movements, eventually 
learning the effect of its own actions. Following this learning-by-doing cycle, presentation of a 
stationary or moving target at an arbitrary location generates velocities to the robot's wheels, 
guiding the robot toward the target along a smooth trajectory. 
Zalama et al. [27] have shown that the NETMORC architecture is resistant to many different 
kinds of perturbation. During movements to target, sensor information enables the robot to 
compensate on-line for wheel slippage, changes in wheel radius, or random changes in a significant 
fraction of the connections within the NETMORC architecture. In addition, NETMORC learning 
is continuous and unsupervised, so that statistically significant perturbations (such as a change in 
the robot's plant) lead to gradual internal recalibration. 
The NETMORC architecture includes a module that learns an internal approximation of the 
robot's odometry, i.e., it learns how a target will move relative to the robot in response to a given 
set of angular velocity signals. This information can be used to supplement or entirely replace 
sensor information, enabling NETMORC to perform "blind" movements. 
In all, NETMORC promises to be a useful neural network tool for adaptive control in unstruc-
tured environments. The purpose of this article is to further demonstrate NETMORC's robustness, 
to show its mathematical stability, and to describe our initial attempts to implement NETMORC 
in a commercially-avaliable mobile robot. In the next section we review the NETMORC architec-
ture. In Sec. 3 we prove that NETMORC is asymptotically stable. We then describe a series of 
results illustrating NETMORC's resistance to noise and other disturbances during training and 
performance. The performance of NETMORC is compared to that of a stable nonlinear controller 
in Sec. 5. Finally, in Sec. 6 we describe preliminary results in the implementation of NETMORC 
on a ROBUTER mobile robot. 
2 
2 NETMORC overview 
The mobile robot to be controlled is shown in Fig. 1. Movement is performed by selection of 
angular velocities for the motors attached to the two independent rear wheels. One or two front 
wheels swivel freely, and thus do not affect the robot's kinematics. 
The NETMORC architecture, depicted in Fig. 2, learns both the forward and inverse odometry 
of the robot. No knowledge of the robot's structure is assumed, other than that movements 
are controlled by specification of angular velocities for the left and right wheels. Learning is 
unsupervised, and it begins with an initial training phase during which the robot learns about its 






Figure 1: Mobile robot structure and relation between fixed (F) and robot-centered (0) frames of reference. 
Angular velocities wL and Wfl are applied to robot's left and right (independent) rear wheels. One or two 
front wheels (not shown) swivel freely. During a short time interval t.t, the robot moves along a circular 
path with center of rotation X,, through a distance t.S and angle t-0. During performance the robot tries to 
bring a ''focal point" M to overlap the target T. 
Following the initial learning phase, the neural controller allows movement between arbitrary 
points through sensory information, or through internal information about how far the robot has 
moved. It should be noted that although we make reference to distinct training and performance 
phases, the learning and performance modes can be interleaved even during normal reaching 
behavior. This enables the neural controller to adapt continuously, as described later. 
2.1 Neural activations and competitive dynamics 
All neural activations and learning laws in the NETMORC controller were originally described 
with differential equations [27], although in many cases it was shown that the differential equations 
can be replaced with discrete-time equations or even with simple algorithms. In this article we 
describe the simplified, algorithmic equations whenever possible, and refer the reader to earlier 
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Figure 2: Diagram of the neural network controller, showing all main components and its interaction with a 
sensory system. See description in the text. 
Two types of neural populations are used in NETMORC: 
1. Vector populations encode coordinates using an opponent pair of nodes with analog 
activations. For instance, the box labeled ANGs includes two nodes whose difference represents 
angles between -180° and + 180°. The following populations encode vector coordinates: DISTs, 
ANGs, t..DIST, t-ANG, DV D, DV A, DV R, DV L, PVCR, and PVCL. The activation of vector-type 
nodes is given by differential equations of the form 
+ -dt=-Ax-t-(1-x)J -xi, 
where ]+ is the total excitatory input, and I- is the total inhibitory input. This equation is a 
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time-varying leaky integrator, which guarantees that activation is always bounded between 0 and 
1. 
2. Map populations encode coordinates by activating a single node (activation of 1) in a 
spatially-organized map, and suppressing all other nodes (activation of 0). The map populations 
include ANG, DIST, and TVC. The winner-take-all behavior reflects the assumption that com-
petition within each map selects a single node and suppresses all other nodes in the map. The 
winner-take-all dynamics could be implemented with differential equations [31], but an algorith-
mic approach to locate the maximum is used here for efficiency. 
A series of neural schemes for transferring activation between vector and map populations 
have been described elsewhere [29, 30, 32]. We discuss below (Sec. 2.4) the algorithmic approxi-
mations adopted in this paper for efficiency. 
2.2 Learning the inverse odometry 
The purpose of the component labeled CD in Fig. 2 is to learn an inverse odometry model of the 
robot, that is, a transformation between the position of a target and the combination of left and right 
wheel angular velocities required for the robot to reach that target. Specifically. the populations 
labeled ANG and DIST, respectively, encode the angle and distance to a target registered by the 
robot's sensory system. Each ANG and DIST node is connected via modifiable synapses to a Target 
Velocity Command (TVC) map. The TVC map is a 2-D population of neurons that behaves as an 
adaptive lookup table, with each neuron representing a desired (target) combination of left and 
right wheel angular velocities. 
Learning takes place through an action-perception cycle [30, 32, 33, 34]: during an initial "bab-
bling" phase, random wheel angular velocities are selected (by activating random TVC nodes) and 
held constant for a short time 6.t. The robot's sensory system monitors the incremental distance 
and angle of the resulting movement, registered by the 6.DIST an 6.ANG nodes, which during 
learning lead to activation of corresponding nodes in the DlST and ANG populations (see Sec. 2.4 
below). The active DIST and ANG nodes become strongly connected with the active TVC node 
representing the current wheel angular velocities through an associative learning rule of the form 
(1) 
where Z(z,r refers to the weight connecting the ith node in the ANG map to the (I, r) node in the 
TVC map, and 5 is the learning rate. (The equation for DIST nodes is identical, with A being 
replaced by D, and therefore not shown for simplicity). This equation is invoked only for the 
active ANG (and DISD node during each random movement. When an ANG (or DIST) node is 
active, the weight Z(z,r is drawn towards the activation '1/,,. of the corresponding TVC node, which 
is assumed here to be fixed at 1.0. Hence when an ANG node samples the activation of TVC cells, 
the weight connecting the ANG node to the active TVC node (representing the angular velocities 
wr, and wn) increases in strength. The same holds for DIST nodes and their weights. 
By sampling several random combinations of wheel angular velocities, each ANG (or DlST) 
node eventually learns all the possible combinations of wheel velocities that activated it. [27] 
have shown that, after learning, the simultaneous activation of one DIST and one ANG node 
(corresponding to a desired target location) generates perpendicular flanks of activation which 
jointly peak over a single TVC node representing the wheel angular velocities that will move the 
robot toward the target. Figure 3 illustrates a typical displacement-to-velocity map learned by 









Figure 3: Surface and contour plots showing connectivity pattern from ANG and DIST nodes to the TVC 
map. (a): Superimposed plots of the inputs converging on the TVC map from activation of one ANG node 
and one DIST node. Note that activation patterns are perpendicular, and show a well-defined intersection. 
(b): Plot of the net TVC activation resulting from simultaneous activation of one ANG and one DIST node 
as in part (a). The TVC node at the intersection of the two flanks will be selected as a result of subsequent 
competitive interactions. 
2.3 The adaptive lookup table 
The second component (dashed box labeled @ in Fig. 2) learns to transform the TVC activation 
into actual signals (e.g., voltages) to drive the wheels at the desired angular velocities. 'Tl1e 
populations labeled PVCR and PVCr, generate commands to the right and left motors, respectively. 
Hence the activation level of these populations is referred to as the Present Velocity Command (PVC). 
The TVC and PVC activations are compared at the Difference Vector (DV) populations, which 
receive inhibitory projections from the PVC populations, and modifiable excitatory projections 
from each TVC node. When a target is presented, one TVC node is activated (as described above), 
corresponding to the desired pair of wheel angular velocities. If the desired (TVC) and actual 
(PVC) velocities differ, the DV activation will be nonzero. TI1is activation is integrated by the PVC 
through a negative feedback loop, which results in selection of new, correct velocities as the DV 
is driven to zero. The module labeled GO is a gain control signal that modulates the rate of PVC 
integration, that is, the acceleration. Typically the GO signal is time-varying, starting at zero at 
the beginning of a movement, and increasing gradually to an asymptotic level [28]. A GO signal 
of this form gives rise to smoothly varying velocity profiles. The circuit comprising TVC, DV, 
and PVC populations is a particular implementation the VAM architecture [30], which in this case 
learns to transform a 2-D spatial map of desired velocities (TVC) into analog (vector) signals that 
drive the motors at the requested speed. 
2.4 Reaching targets at arbitrary locations 
During training, the robot only learns about relatively small random movements (represented 
by the LlANG and L'>DIST nodes) that occur over a short time step Llt. During performance, in 
order to reach targets at arbitrary locations, the sensory information about distance and angle 
(registered by the DISTs and ANGs nodes in vector coordinates) is directly transformed into map 
coordinates at the DIST and ANG populations via a compressive nonlinearity (represented by the 
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sigmoid symbols above the ANG and DIST populations), given by an equation of the form: 
{ 
M x :C: 0 
sigma(x) = 
M X 0 a-x X< 
(2) 
where xis the (analog) output of the distance or angle populations, and a is controls the steepness 
of sigmoid, which is bounded between -M and +M. 
By appropriate selection of a and M, Eq. (2) maps any target registered by the sensory system 
into the range of movements that the robot has learned. Hence selection of a very distant target will 
activate the extreme ANG and DIST nodes, while other ANG and DIST nodes will be activated 
by closer targets. As the robot approaches the target, different TVC nodes are activated, until 
eventually the node corresponding to WL = 0 and wn = 0 becomes active, stopping the robot 
when it has reached the target. In essence this schemes allows the robot to learn how to reach 
targets anywhere in space even though the robot only has learned how to make relatively small 
movements. 
2.5 Learning the robot's odometry for blind reaching 
The third component of the controller (dashed box labeled @ in Fig. 2) is able to learn a model of 
the robot's odometry, that is, it learns the relationship between an instated pair of wheel angular 
velocities, and the distance and angle of the resulting displacement in a short time interval 6t. As 
indicated earlier, the 6ANG and 6DIST nodes represent the angle and distance of a movement 
made over a short time period. During training this information is transferred to the DIST and 
ANG populations through a compressive function. The L'>ANG and 6DIST activations serve an 
additional purpose: during training, the active TVC node is also allowed to learn the 6ANG and 
6DIST activations via the populations labeled DV A and DV D· Hence this part of the circuit learns 
the distance and angle of the incremental movement that results from each combination of left 
and right wheel velocities. 
During performance, if the visual (or other sensory) information to the populations ANGs and 
DISTs becomes unavailable, the active TVC node generates the 6ANG and L'>DIST activations 
it has learned. These activations, in turn, are used to update the ANGs and DISTs populations, 
and thus provide an internal update of the "expected" new position of the target. Hence this part 
of the NETMORC architecture enables the robot to reach targets even when sensory information 
is sporadic or altogether missing, as demonstrated in Sec. 4. This part of the circuit has been 
described in more detail before [27]. 
2.6 Learning during normal operation 
The initial training phase bootstraps the learning process, so that correct models of the forward 
and inverse odometry can be learned. The on-line nature of the learning laws makes it possible 
to continue learning even during normal operation, so that the controller can learn to compensate 
for long-term changes in the robot's plant. As described above, the DIST and ANG populations 
represent different information in the learning and performance phases. In the former case, input 
from the L'>DIST and 6ANG nodes transmit information about small movements executed during 
a short time step. In the latter case, the DISTs and ANGs nodes transmit information about the 
distance and angle of a target. 
Zalama et al. [27] have shown previously that the L'>DIST and L'>ANG information can be 
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obtained (both during training and during performance) by calculating the change in the position 
of a random fixation point over a short time f::..t. This is performed by subtracting from DIST s (or 
ANGs) a delayed copy of itself, as depicted in the upper left hand corner of Fig. 2. It has been 
shown that this scheme will work regardless of the selected fixation point, so that the incremental 
information is valid when the fixation point is the target of a reaching movement. Hence, in order 
to maintain plasticity, it is sufficient for the NETMORC to continue monitoring its incremental 
displacements even during performance. This requires that at the end of each time step, the input 
lines to the DIST and ANG populations are momentarily switched to the learn position, so that 
DIST and ANG nodes corresponding to the current TVC are momentarily activated, and one time 
step of learning can take place. The switches are then moved back to the reach position, and the 
movement continues. Note that this switching process, while perhaps not plausible in a neural 
setting, does not introduce a significant delay in the algorithm, so that the movement continues 
smoothly even when learning steps are interleaved. 
This completes our overview of NETMORC. In Sec. 4 we present simulations showing that 
the error-correcting nature of the neural controller allows the robot to reach targets accurately 
even when unexpected perturbations occur during voluntary reaching movements. These pertur-
bations might include wheel slippage, changes in target position, sudden changes in the robot's 
plant, or sporadic sensory information. We will also show that the unsupervised, on-line learning 
rule ensures that statistically significant perturbations, such as changes in wheel radius resulting 
from normal wear, will lead to further training that always assures accurate movements. Before 
showing simulations results, we provide a mathematical analysis of the stability of the inverse 
odometry learning scheme. 
3 Mathematical analysis of the NETMORC architecture 
1l1e kinematic/ odometric equations for the robot in Fig. 1 are derived in the appendix. In this 
section we prove Liapunov stability of the proposed architecture, under the assumption that 
asymptotic learning has been achieved. Specifically, we will show that given a target at arbitrary 
distance and angle from a fixed point M on the robot, a Liapunov function vanishes only when 
the target has been reached. For simplicity, we assume that the focal point M is either at the origin 
or displaced along the robot-centered :c,. axis at a distance doM· 
The appendix shows that the movement of the robot toward a stationary point in robot-centered 
coordinates is given by: ['] [ ][ l X · 1 y V y 0 -(doM+x) e (3) 
where x and yare the cartesian components of the robot-centered vector between the focal point 
lvi and the target. 
During the learning phase, the neural system learns associations between the angle (f::..B) and 
distance (f::..S) of the displacement during fixed increment of time f::..B resulting from a pair of 
wheel velocities WL and wn. If the learning is complete, we can derive the following relations: 
l w "' )!f::..l) + H - R t 2J1R t "" )tf::..Kl _ DJ(f::..B) WL - n t 2Rntit (4) 
where Rn and RL are the wheel radii, D is the distance between the two wheels, and f::..S and f::..B 
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are the distance and angle of the movement carried out during the time step 6t. The function f 
is the compressive nonlinearity given in Eq. (2), although we will show below that stability holds 
for a large class of functions. 
During normal operation, the robot takes as input the distance 65 to the target and the angle 
/';B through which it must rotate in order to be oriented toward the target. 
The distance to target relative to the robot-centered frame of reference is defined as follows: 
d= )x2+y2, (5) 
where x andy are measured relative to the focal point M. Since dis always positive, in order to 
indicate if the target is in front of the robot or behind it, the distance is multiplied by the sgn(x) 
function: 
sgn(x) = { 
The angle to target is defined as follows: 
1 if X > 0 
0 if X= 0 




This form of the arctangent function ensures that returned values are always in the range ( -1r, 1r ). 
Once learning has stabilized, starting with Eq. (4) we can write the following equations to 
describe the angular wheel velocities wn and wr- required to reach a target at distance x and angle 
a: 
J wn = sigm( d sgn( x)) + 2n?,LS.t sigm( a) 
1 WL = 21p/:S.tsigm(a) L L (8) 
From Eq. (3), and choosing as control variables wn and WL instead of v and e, the following 
expression is obtained: 
l : - (9) 
Replacing (8) in (9) leads to: 
f X 
1 y = 
-thsigm(dsgn(x)) + thsigm(a)y 
(10) 
-(x + dom)hsigm(a) 
We take as a Liapunov function [35] V = + y2), and substitute Eq. (10) in v = xi:+ yY, 
we get: 
(11) 
We wish to show that V vanishes when the target coordinates are overlapping the focal point 
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111. We can consider two separate cases, one in which the focal point is at the origin of the 
robot-centered frame of reference (i.e., between the wheels), the other when the focal point 111 is 
displaced along the robot-centered x axis by a distance doM· In the first case (doM = 0), we find 
that 
1i = - £hsigm( d sgn( x ))x :::; 0 (12) 
and Vis non positive because: 
(13) 
and since the sigm() function is odd symmetric, i.e., sigm( -z) = -sigm(z), it follows that 
[sigm(dsgn(x))x] 2: 0 and V :::; 0. In fact, this result holds for any choice of monotone non-
decreasing sigmoid function for which sigm(O)=O. 
Consider now the case in which V =' 0, x = 0. From (10) we see that x = 0 implies that: 
0 =- + (14) 
the first term of (14) is null because sgn(O) = 0 and simg(O)=O. We wish to find the conditions 
under which the second term, and thus the entire right-hand side of Eq. (14) vanishes. We know 
that for x = 0: 
{ 
atan2(0,y) = if 
a= atan2(0, y) = 7 
undefined 
for y > 0 
for y < 0 
for y = 0 
(15) 
Hence the second term of Eq. (14) vanishes only for y = 0, demonstrating that the proposed control 
system guarantees asymptotic stability at the origin of the robot-centered frame of reference. 
We now consider the case when the focal point is not located at the origin, i.e., doM > 0. 
In this situation from equation (15) it follows that sgn(a) = sgn(y). Hence the term sigm(n) 
in Eq. (11) is nonnegative, and once again V :::; 0. Recalling that the distance is measured relative 
to the focal point 111, we see that V only when x = 11 = 0, and thus the system is asymptotically 
stable when the focal point reaches the target. 
It is interesting to see that the proof of stability does not depend on the time step /',t used during 
the learning phase, nor does it depend on the wheel radii or inter-wheel distance of the robot. This 
analytical finding has been verified in our simulations, which show robust stability even if the 
wheel radii are changed, or if the time step is changed between learning and performance phases. 
4 Model performance 
This section describes simulation results using the NETMORC architecture. Detailed simulations 
showing the robot's ability to reach stationary or moving targets were presented elsewhere [27]. 
In this article we briefly review the main results, and then focus on a series of simulations that 
show the model's robustness to various perturbation in the environment or in the robot's plant. 
One of the principal characteristics of the proposed architecture is the ability of the robot to 
reach arbitrary targets located in its sensory field without the need to specify a reference path. 
This is a discriminating fact with respect to other controllers [36, 37] that require specification 
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of a reference path. One drawback of having to specify a path is that unexpected events (e.g., 
obstacles in the path or changes in target position) make it necessary to completely replan the 
path. In realistic applications replanning may not be possible as there may not be sufficient time 
to calculate a new path. 
The objective of creating autonomous systems is to endow them with the capacity of adaptation 
to unstructured environments and to handle changing perceptual information. It is frequently 
desirable to sacrifice accuracy in exchange for increased flexibility and capacity for adaptation. 
For example, when we move within a room we are not concerned about following a precise 
path, we may instead simp! y want to reach a position without bumping into obstacles. These 
design goals have guided the development of our system. Once an initial learning phase has 
been accomplished, the robot can reach arbitrary targets by specifying the distance and angle to a 
desired target. After illustrating the robot's performance on a simple reaching task, we will show 
performance under a variety of perturbations, taking place after or during learning, and affect the 




























Figure 4: (a): Trajectory followed by the robot while moving to a target initially located directly behind the 
robot at a distance of approximately 5.6m. (b): Linear velocity (in m/sec) during the movement. (c): Angular 
velocity (in rad/sec) during the movement. 
Figure 4 (a) illustrates the path followed by the robot when the sensory system selects a 
stationary target. In figure 4 (b) the speed profile generated for the same path is shown. Initially the 
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robot accelerates smoothly until a maximum speed (corresponding the maximum speed achieved 
during learning) is reached. As the robot draws closer to the target, it decelerates smoothly and 
then comes to a stop. In all simulations the robot is required to position its focal point within 5cm 
of the target. Finally figure 4(c) shows the angular velocity of the robot. Initially as the robot is 
facing away from the target, the controller causes a rapid change in angle and thus a rapid increase 
in angular velocity. The robot rapidly turns as it starts to approach the target, with the angular 
velocity dropping to zero well before the target is reached. The smooth velocity profiles of Fig. 4 
are representative of all the other simulations reported here. 
4.1 Wheel slippage 
One effect that can be troublesome in mobile robotics is wheel slippage, which may result from 
rapid maneuvers, slippery floor, or a non-isotropic floor covering such as carpeting. Wheel 
slippage is inconvenient for two reasons. On the one hand, robot control can become tricky if 
one or both wheels are subject to frequent slippage. On the other hand, localization of the robot 
through odometric information becomes inaccurate. T11is is a problem for example when using an 
optical shaft encoder in conjunction with knowledge of the robot's kinematics in order to calculate 
the robot's position. We have previously shown [27] that NETMORC can quickly compensate for 
random wheel slippage because of the continuous sensory feedback. in the previous 
results we had allowed both wheels to slip independently with a uniform random distribution, 
so the effective disturbance had zero mean, and the net deviation from target could be small even 
without controller compensation. 
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Figure 5: Target-reaching movement when one wheel slips by a random amount at random time intervals. 
The solid curve shows the trajectory when sensory exteroceptive feedback is available, the dashed curve 
shows the path followed when sensory exteroceptive feedback is updated every 1 0 seconds. Reaching 
movements to lour targets (T), with four different starting positions (X), and final postions reached (0). 
Figure 5 instead illustrates the robot's performance when only one of the two wheels is ran-
domly slipping during a reaching movement. Slippage is simulated by setting the speed of the 
left wheel to a random value between its actual velocity and zero at randomly distributed time 
intervals (averaging twice per second). To demonstrate the severity of the disturbance, the figure 
shows two trajectories, one when sensory sensory feedback is sporadic (10 seconds), the other 
when sensory feedback is continuous. 
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4.2 Operation without sensory information 
One of the principal characteristics of the proposed system is its ability to operate when sensory 
input is sporadic or altogether missing during a movement. This property is extremely useful in 
robotics, especially when sensory information is updated slowly. For example, the recognition of 
objects from camera information can be a slow process, which can force the robot to pause while 
waiting for the visual information to be updated. 
The NETMORC architecture includes a module that learns an estimate of its own movements 
as a function of the wheel velocities (box ® in Fig. 2). In the absence of sensory information, 
the position of the target can be updated on the basis of this learned transformation, enabling 
the robot to make fairly accurate movements to target. An additional advantage of using this 
transformation is that it allows the sensory system to carry out additional perceptual tasks while 
moving toward a stored target. For example, once the robot has stored the distance and angle to 
one target, the visual system can begin scanning the environment for other targets without having 
to stop. 
The circuitry responsible for learning the inverse transformation was summarized in Sec. 2.5, 
and has been described elsewhere [27]. We show here some illustrative simulations. Figure 6 
shows how the robot reaches different targets when it does not have continuous sensory informa-
tion. In this figure the starting position is indicated by X, the target is indicated by T, while the 
actual position attained at the end of the movement is indicated by 0. 
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Figure 6: Target-reaching movements when sensory information is sporadic or missing. (a): Sensory 
information is updated every live seconds. (b): No sensory in!onnation is supplied to the robot alter the 
movement has begun. 
In figure 6 a the sensory information is updated every 5 seconds1, reaching the final position 
accurately. Figure 6 b illustrates the operation of the robot when sensory information is completely 
absent after the beginning of the movement to target. This effect is equivalent to visualizing the 
target from the initial position and then attempting to reach the final position "blindfolded". The 
movements are still relatively accurate even when they require a large rotation and a translation 
of several meters. 
The effect of the absence of sensory feedback becomes more evident as the system is subjected 
to noise or miscalibrations. After training the robot with identical wheels of 25cm we 
1The robot is displaced at maximum speed of 0.35metcrs/second/ with the longest movement employing approxi-
mately 50 seconds. The sensory information in this case is updated less than 10 times for the entire movement. 
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suddenly decreased the size of both wheels by different amounts (23cm and 21cm). This manip-
ulation changes the relationship between wheel angular velocities and the resulting movements. 
Figure 7a illustrates the path followed by the robot when sensory information is updated every 10 
seconds. Without sensory feedback, the robot deviates from the correct path because its internal 
mapping is miscalibrated. In this case if the sensory information is not updated frequently the 
robot is unable to reach the final position. However, whenever sensory information is updated, 
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Figure 7: Target-reaching movements when sensory information is updated every five seconds, and the 
diameter of the wheels has been reduced from 25cm (both wheels) to 23cm (left) and 21cm (right). (a): 
Performance with a weight map learned with both wheels having the same size. (b) Performance after the 
new wheel configuration has been learned. 
4.3 On-line adaptation to long-term perturbation 
As described above, the on-line nature of the learning laws makes it possible for the robot to 
adaptively compensate for the miscalibration by learning a set of new, correct transformations. In 
figure 7b we can see that after adapting to the new wheel sizes, the robot is able to reach the target 
accurately even with the same sporadic sensory information used in Fig. 7a. 
4.4 Learning with inaccurate sensory information 
In our earlier publication [27] we have shown controller stability in the presence of one type of 
internal noise, namely, weight pruning. Simulations results demonstrated that the robot performs 
accurate movements when as many as 33% of the connections to the TVC from the DIST and ANG 
populations are randomly pruned. Another form of noise that can be troublesome in robotics 
is sensor noise. During normal performance, sensor noise will affect the accuracy of reaching 
movements in an expected fashion: if for instance a target is momentarily "seen" so to the left of 
its actual location, then NETMORC will head so to the left. A more interesting question is what 
effect sensor noise might have on the learning. 
To demonstrate the robustness of the architecture we have supposed that learning was carried 
out with imprecise sensory information. Specifically, we have assumed an average error of S em in 
the determination of distance, and of 5 degrees in the determination of angle. This error is superior 
to the average error of the localization system that we use in the hardware implementation, as 
described in Sec. 6. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 8: Representation of the adaptive connections projecting to the TVC from one node in the DIST 
population and another from the ANG population when sensor noise is present during learning. Plotting 
conventions as in Fig. 3. 
Figure 8 shows the projections of the adaptive weights from a single DIST and ANG node to 
the TV C. It can be observed that as a consequence of the greater dispersion of the measurements 
obtained from the sensory system during learning, the projections are broader. over the 
course of learning the errors are averaged, and the node selected through competitive interactions 
makes the robot move correctly toward the final position. 
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Figure 9: Sample target-reaching movements when learning has been carried out with sensor noise. 
Figure 9 illustrates a series of movements to target with the mapping learned in the presence 
of noise. As seen in this figure, the robot continues to reach the final position efficiently. 
5 Comparison with a stable nonlinear controller 
One of the main characteristics of the NETMORC architecture that distinguishes it from other 
controllers is that the movement trajectory is generated reactively at each time step, so that the 
controller can rapidly compensate for changes in target position. As we have shown in an earlier 
publication [27], this makes it possible to specify a desired trajectory for the robot to follow by 
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specifying a continuous sequence of points moving along the desired trajectory. As long as the 
target is moving at a velocity not greater than the robot's maximum velocity, trajectory following 
is accurate. 
NETMORC' s ability to follow a trajectory can be compared directly to the performance of other 
controllers designed to follow trajectories [37, 38, 36]. We have implemented Kanayama's stable 
nonlinear controller [37], which is based on the following equations: 
[ 
V l [ VrCOsB,+kxXe ] 
W - Wr + Vr(kyYe + kosenB,) (16) 
where Vr and Wr, respectively, are the linear and angular velocities of the reference point describing 
the trajectory, and the quantities x" y,, and B, represent the error in 2-D position and orientation 
with respect to the reference point. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 10: Trajectory following for an epicycloidal trajectory (solid line) using Kanayama's controller {dotted 
line), and NETMORC (dashed line). (a): The complete trajectory. (b): Details during a high-curvature 
component of the trajectory. Both controllers exhibit the most significant deviation at the points of highest 
curvature. Perlormance is approximately the same with both models. For Kanayama's controller the gains 
were set at kx = 10/ s, ky = 64jm2 , and ko = 16/m. 
Figure 10 shows the performance of NETMORC and of Kanayama's controller on an epicy-
cloidal trajectory, given by the parametric equations 
{ 
x(t) = k1 cos(k2t) - kJ/4cos(9k2t) 
y(t) = k1 sin(k2t)- kJ/4sin(9k2t) (17) 
with k1 = 0.04 and k2 = 0.3. In both parts of the figure, the solid line represents the trajectory 
itself, the dotted line represents the trajectory traced by Kanayama' s controller, and the dashed line 
represents the trajectory traced by NETMORC. Fig. lOa shows the entire trajectory, while Fig.10b 
illustrates the details of a high-curvature portion of the trajectory, which is where both controllers 
depart most significantly from the desired trajectory. As can be seen from these figures, both 
models do a reasonably good job of following the trajectory, with NETMORC showing slightly 
superior performance. 
The NETNMORC architecture, however, presents certain advantages relative to Kanayama's 
controller. First of all, the control equations (16) for Kanayama's model require knowledge of the 
linear and angular velocity of the reference point. The control equations are not defined when 
the reference point is stationary, i.e., Vr = 0, meaning that in its present form Kanayama's model 
cannot be used for docking maneuvers. 
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Another advantage of NETMORC is that is not necessary to introduce additional constraints 
upon the maximum velocity and acceleration that can be used for a particular robot. This is 
because the NETMORC architecture is only capable of generating velocities and accelerations that 
were experienced during the training phase. 
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(b) 
Figure 11: Trajectory following in the presence of sensor noise. Plotting conventions are as in Fig. i 0. (a) 
Complete trajectory. (b) Detail of a high-curvature portion of the trajectory. 
Finally, we have shown simulations suggesting that NETMORC is resistant to noise. In Fig. 11 
we show the performance of NETMORC (dashed line) and of Kanayama' s controller (dotted line) 
when the sensory information localizing the reference point is presumed to be noisy. Specifically, 
we specified the position of the reference point with an error of Scm for NETMORC, and with errors 
of 3.2cm in x, andy, for Kanayama's controller. TI1e angle of the reference point was specified 
with an error of so for both controllers. As illustrated in Fig. 11, the NETMORC architecture is 
largely unaffected by the noise. In contrast, Kanayama's architecture is significantly affected by 
the noise, leading to occasional abrupt movements and overall significantly worse performance 
in the presence of noise. 
We now turn to a description of our initial attempts to implement the proposed model in 
hardware. 
6 Hardware Implementation 
The dynamical nature of the proposed architecture can be implemented in analog or digital 
hardware. As a first step, we have used the commercially available mobile robot ROBUTER in 
order to test the efficiency of the architecture. 1l1is robot measures approximately 1.0m (length) 
by 0.7m (width), and weighs over 1SOKg (including batteries). It has two degrees of freedom and 
differential steering by means of two independently controlled rear wheels. 
The ROBUTER is provided with a VME bus, a 68020 processor and an I/0 analog and digital 
interface. This processor works with the ALBATROS operating system, which permits multi task 
programming, and allows us to perform elementary movements. 
contains a low level loop that controls the motors on the two rear wheels. This 
control has been used to test our neural architecture. In particular we have used velocity control, in 
which a command velocity from -10 to+ 10 units corresponds to wheel angular velocities between 
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-4rad/sec and +4rad/sec. The use of the low-level control loop is not a restriction because of 
the small time constant for the control of the two DC motors compared to the program's loop 
time during each step of the reaching movement. In fact the wheel velocities can be effectively 
considered always proportional to voltage input. The separation of control into fast and slow 
loops is frequently encountered in mobile robot applications [39, 37]. 
Programming the ROBUTER can be done with two different and complementary methods. 
The first method is to develop applications inC, to be downloaded into the on-board computer. 
The second method is to run the program on an off-board host computer and to send commands 
to the robot via a wireless modem. As a ftrst step, we have chosen this second option primarily 
in order to directly test the simulation program and to to be able to exploit the graphical interface 
we have developed. 
Our first objective is to demonstrate the ability of the NETMORC architecture to learn in real 
time. The main problem we found was how to perform random training movements without 
colliding into people or objects in our laboratory. The solution we adopted is to perform the 
initial training phase with the ROBUTER suspended in the air so that the wheels do not touch the 
floor, and to learn the initial mapping from internal odometry. After the initial training phase, 
we incorporate the sensory system in order to continue the learning while the robot is in the 
operational phase. For this purpose different combinations of wheel velocities were generated, 
while the internal odometry system determined the (hypothetical) angle and distance made by 
the robot during a short period of time("' 0.3s). 
(a) (b) 
Figure 12: Surface and contour plots of the displacement-to-velocity mapping learned in the ROBUTER. All 
conventions as in Fig. 3 above. 
Figure 12(a) shows the adaptive connections projecting to the TVC map from one DIST node 
and one ANG node, after 20 minutes of learning by the robot ROBUTER. As expected, these 
weights are distributed on the TVC map in the form of perpendicular flanks, much as obtained 
in the simulations shown earlier in the article. Figure 12(b) shows the peak of activity that results 
from multiplying the converging DIST and ANG activations. As with the earlier simulations, the 
intersection shows a clear peak corresponding to the pair of wheel velocities required to move the 
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Figure 13: Sample target-reaching movements carried out by the ROBUTER. All dimensions in meters, 
plotting conventions as in earlier figures. 
Figure 13 illustrates different movement trajectories generated by ROBUTER for targets located 
at various positions relative to the robot. As with earlier figures, the initial position of the robot is 
represented by X, the final desired position by T, and the position actually reached by the robot 








Figure 14: Target-reaching movement when a new goal is selected before the ROBUTER reaches the prior 
one. The robot turns quickly towards the new goal. 
One of the principal characteristic of the architecture is its ability to react quickly to unexpected 
events. In Fig 14 the robot is directed in a straight line from position X to position 0, but halfway 
along the movement a new final position F is selected. We can observe how the robot turns quickly 
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toward the new target as soon as it is selected. 
Figure 15: Absolute localization system for kinematics learning. The system is composed of two infrared 
sensors and a range finder. 
The tests carried out in our laboratory provide an initial demonstration of the application of the 
NETMORC architecture and its ability to learn in real time in a flexible and efficient way. We are 
currently incorporating an absolute location system (show in Fig. 15) that will allow continuous 
learning of the robot kinematics. TI1is system determines the position of the robot with respect to 
a stationary frame through triangulation, determining the robot position using known locations 
in the environment. The system consists of two infrared sensors and a range finder with which the 
robot positioning is sensed during movements at a rate of 6 readings per second with a precision 
of 2cm and 0.1 °. 
7 Conclusions 
In this article we have described NETMORC, a neural controller for mobile robots. We have 
shown NETMORC stability both analytically and through several simulations. The proposed 
controller is flexible and robust, and it appears to be a promising tool for realistic applications 
of mobile robots in unstructured environments. We have shown preliminary results in which 
NETMORC was used to control a commercially available mobile robot (ROBUTER), suggesting 
that the architecture lends itself to real time control. 
The NETMORC architecture has been used here to carry out simple tasks of low-level control 
that can be performed with other control schemes, both traditional and neural network-based. 
However, we feel that NETMORC is unique in its ability to perform a variety of tasks (reaching 
a single stationary or moving point, following a trajectory, moving in the absence of sensory 
feedback). Furthermore, we have shown that the controller is able to handle various forms of 
noise both during learning and during performance. 
Two features make NETMORC particularly valuable as a platform for realistic applications: 
first, its on-line, unsupervised adaptation makes it possible for the system to continuously train 
itself during operation; second, its internal mappings allow the robot to make movements while 
sensory information is updated infrequently. The latter property makes it possible to utilize 
sensory systems that require heavy computation. Alternatively, the sensory system can be freed 
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to carry out parallel tasks while the controller momentarily guides the robot to a remembered 
location. 
We have presented the architecture as a neural network, because the design was derived ·' 
from earlier neural models of biological sensory-motor control [28, 29, 30]. we have 
shown that much of the model can be simulated using algorithmic approximations of the neural 
architecture, making it possible for this system to operate in real time even on a modest computing 
platform. We are currently investigating other computational expedients that can lead to even 
greater increases in speed and efficiency. 
Finally, the model can be easily enhanced by addition of other modules. For example, we are 
currently developing a neural network for reactive obstacle avoidance. This network makes use of 
sensory information to determine at each instant a desired angle and distance'that causes the robot 
to navigate around obstacles on the way to a final target. Thus obstacle avoidance capabilities can 
be added to the NETMORC architecture by simply modifying the source of the DlST and ANG 
information. T11e simplicity and modularity of the proposed architecture suggest that it can be 
used in a variety of tasks by combining it with other traditional or neural network schemes for 
navigation and path planning. 
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Appendix: Kinematic equations 
In this appendix we derive the equations that describe the robot's kinematics/odometry. Similar 
derivations have been given elsewhere [36]. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the mobile robot with differential drive. The relationship between instated 
wheel angular velocities (wn, wrJ and the resulting linear and angular velocity (v, w) of the robot 
is given by: 
[ : ]- [ ] [ ] (18) 
where Rn and RL represent the radii of the rear driving wheels, and D is the distance between 
the wheels. 
The matrix which relates v and w town and wr, is not singular (eq. 18), so that it is equivalent 
to control the robot by means of v and w or by means of wu and wr,. A simple matrix inversion 
yields the equivalent expression based on 
[ wn ]- [ 1/Rn D/(2Rn) l [ v l WJ; - 1/ R.L -D /(2RL) w 
The equations describing the robot's motion relative to a stationary frame are as follows: 
l X = wllRR!W.LJk cos e y = wnRu!wr.RL sin B e. _ WRRn-wrJ.l.L. - D 
(19) 
(20) 
Because we are interested in controlling an autonomous robot in which the sensors and con-
troller are mounted on the robot itself, it is more interesting to describe the robots' motion within 
a moving frame of reference 0 moun ted on the robot. 
Our objective is to design a control system to make an arbitrary point M on the robot (see 
Fig. 1) coincide with the target position T, by minimizing the discrepancy in the x andy directions. 
If the point T has coordinates XT and YT in the fixed reference frame F, the vector F7T is given 
by: 
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]?f = Xyi;·-\- YT);.·, 
where iJ, and j}, are unit vectors in the fixed frame of reference. 
The coordinates of point Tin the nonstationary robot-centered frame 0 are given by: 
OT =(daM+ x)io + yjo, 
(21) 
(22) 
where doM is the distance between the "focal point" M and the origin of the robot-centered 
frame of reference 0. T11e equation which relates the velocity of point T in the stationary and 
robot-centered frames is 
(ih)F = (vy)o + (iio)F +vi 11 OT 
where 
( VT)o = xio + Yjo 
is the velocity of point Tin the robot-centered frame and 
(vo)F = Vio 
is the robot linear velocity, while 
represents the contribution of the robot angular velocity w = e. Finally ( vy )F is given by: 






T11e velocity of point T relative to the robot-centered frame can be derived from eqs. 23-27: 
[ x ] [ -1 y l [ v ] [ cos B iJ = 0 -(doM-\-1:) (; + sinO sine l [ xT ] cosO YT (28) 
If point Tis stationary then :i;T = 0, VT = 0 and from Eq. 28: 
[ ] [ -( x) ][ ] (29) 
This completes the description of the robot's kinematics and odometry. 
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